Premier Medical Reporting
STATE COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT IS NOW A STRAIGHT-THROUGH PROCESS
In today’s highly-regulated workers’ compensation environment, you are seeing state regulatory pressures continue
to mount. And the fact is, nobody sees it slowing down. Already states like California, Texas, Oregon, and Florida are
stepping up their mandates to make compliance costly and complex. The need for an industry-wide solution that can
manage compliance and alleviate increasing costs and complexity has never been greater. Mitchell SmartAdvisor™
Premier Medical Reporting (PMR) is a state compliance management and reporting solution that reduces the complexity, costly fines, and cumbersome nature of complying with numerous state government regulatory requirements. As
an integrated part of the SmartAdvisor suite, PMR is specifically designed to be a core compliance tool utilizing automated decision-making features and comprehensive maintenance screens designed to provide efficient and effective
medical reporting workflows. Your compliance success will be measured by the reduction in errors and the corresponding savings in allocated resources that come from having more control over your compliance requirements.

PMR’S SPECIAL CAPABILITIES ENABLE YOU TO ACHIEVE:
Compliance
PMR is a complete workflow solution to help you improve your overall compliance results. It
can also be a cost-saving solution to help reduce costly state reporting fines. In Florida, fines
can run upwards of $100 per bill per day!

Cost Savings in Time Management
PMR eliminates managing by spreadsheet, manual searching for rejected bills, long wait times
for email updates and toggling between applications to fix errors. It all adds up to a significant
decrease in time—and money.

Quality
Since PMR automatically shows the reasons for each rejected bill, you can address the root
causes of the rejections and, at the same time, improve your quality of bills by implementing
updated rules and procedures.

Ease of Use
PMR provides comprehensive screens to work batches, bills, and errors. It also consolidates
medical reporting status and note information in one place, making it handy for customer
questions or audit questions from the state.
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Premier Medical Reporting

Your End-To-End Compliance Management
And Reporting Solution
Mitchell PMR is a key building block within SmartAdvisor™ to achieve significant cost and time-savings when it comes
to state reporting of workers’ compensation bills. You can see at-a-glance below the key features and resulting benefits
when using PMR as your state reporting solution.

Leading-Edge Features

Empowering Benefits

One location within SmartAdvisor for all
state reporting functions

This central source saves time by eliminating multiple report runs, and
allows staff to access different management screens based on job function
for greater efficiency.

User-friendly batch management
capabilities

Provides real-time information on batches (file-by-file) for efficient batch
management. Filters by state to support user workflows and provides search
capability. Views of data speed user to the right information. Includes export
function in order to share certain information. Can view acknowledgement
status and set the whole batch to re-eligible with one click.

Bill management workflow

Drop-down search criteria cover the most common scenarios for fast finds.
Manage bills by “Paid Date” for timely filing. View bill counts for metrics
gathering, plus see error counts. Include “Bill Notes” and view “Bill Change
History” to prepare for audits.

Comprehensive bill history screen

View history of all changes made to the bill after posting. Know who made
the change, when the change was made and see the value before and after
the change. Visibility into when the bill went out to a bridge and returned.

Manage skipped and rejected bills in
one location

Avoid cumbersome paper reports with PMR’s new “Pend Queue” where
all skipped or rejected bills can be found along with reasons for rejection.
Export erred bills to start tracking patterns and update processes accordingly to increase overall quality. Fast, easy access to open any bill from this
portal saves time. See errors as bills are fixed, and eliminate the time it takes
to toggle between applications. Release pend to auto-reset bill for export.
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